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“Each of you can demonstrate
your loyalty and gratitude to the
University through your advocacy
your service, and your financial
generosity via the Foundation.”
A gift to the University of Maine
Foundation will help a new generation

of students succeed. As your generosity
helps others, it can benefit you as well.

Gift annuities made through the
Foundation offer important tax benefits

and provide a lifetime income for you
or a beneficiary. For more information

about the Foundation’s many giving
Al McNeilly ’44

opportunities, contact Amos Orcutt ’64
President/CEO at the Foundation.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FOUNDATION

Since 1934
80 Exchange Sticet, P.O. Box 2220
Bangor, ME 04402-2220
207.947.5100 or 800.982.8503

100 Foden Road, Suite 30^, West Building
South Portland, ME 04106
207.253.5172 or 800.449.2629

www.umainefoundation.org

Charitable Giving After the 2001 Tax Act
As we are all aware, Congress has recently passed
major tax legislation that will have an impact in
many areas of our lives. There are a number of
components of the new law that will result in
reduced taxes, both on the income we earn now,
and on the future distribution of our property
through our estates.
The new tax law could affect the ways that you
may choose to make your gifts to the University
of Maine Foundation. For example, because of
reduced income tax rates in the future, charitable
gifts completed before the end of 2001 may yield
greater savings than in future years.
UMaine Foundation President and CEO

As in rhe past, gifts of securities that have
Amos Oicutt ‘64.
increased in value since they have been owned
can be a good choice to fund your gifts. You may
enjoy a deduction for the full value of the donated assets, while bypassing capital gains
tax that would be due on sale. Cash that would otherwise have been given can then
be used to repurchase the same or different securities at today’s cost, resulting in a new
higher cost basis.

The majority of persons who are subject to estate taxes will be freed from this poten
tial burden as early as January 1, 2002. With lower estate taxes, more assets will be
available for heirs and for charitable gifts. There are a number of ways to make pru
dent charitable gifts that make it possible to increase the amount you can give tax-free
during your lifetime to your loved ones.
----/
We are pleased to discuss “charitable giving after the 2001 tax act’’ because it is
important that as many people as possible understand the positive aspects of the new
law. If you have questions or if we can be of assistance in fulfilling the charitable
dimensions of your current and future plans, please don’t hesitate to contact me at the
University of Maine Foundation.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FOUNDATION
1.800.982.8503
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The 2001 Cumberland County Alumni Chapter Golf Classic
raised nearly $5,000 for the CCAC UMaine Scholarship Fund.

CCAC Thanks our Sponsors:

Naming Sponsor: Woodard & Curran
Gold Sponsor: Sebago Technics
Hole Sponsors:
' >
Allen Screen & Digital
Allied Mortgage/Bay Realty
Town & Country Appraisals
Boise Cascade Office Products
CE Carll Insurance Agency
Construction Products Inc.
Employee Benefits Solutions
Eric Weinrich
Maine State Builders
MetLife
Northern New England Associates
Patten Appraisal Associates
Peoples Heritage Bank
Purdy Powers & Co.
Rand Stoneworks
SMR Inc.
UMaine Alumni Association
UMaine Engineering
UMaine Foundation

t

Prize Sponsors: Woodard & Curran, Peoples Heritage Bank,
UMaine Alumni Association, Fill-It-Up-Please, CCAC, Spring
Meadows
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A1

C&F® handcrafted quilted throw
in University of Maine colors and nc
crest logo. 50" x 69" $64.99

A2

Russell® nublend sweatshirt. This
crew is essential to any wardrobe.
50% cotton/50% polyester,
embroidered University of Maine.
Navy M, L, XL, XXL. $29.99

A3

Champion® mesh lacrosse short.
100% nylon. V-notch leg, light blue
white braided stripe. Screenprinted
Maine Navy S, M, L, XL, XXL. $27

A4

Cotton Exchange® women’s long
sleeve tee. 100% cotton, Center ct
Maine Heather Blue. S, M, L, XL"$19.99 USA
1

A5

M J Soffe® jersey shorts. 100%
cotton, screenprinted Maine Navy.
S, M, L, XL $9.99 USA

MAINE
1
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1
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A6 Jansport® full zip hooded si
50% cotton/50% polyester,
screenprinted UMaine Navy
S, M, L, XL, XXL $37.99
A7

Black Bear. You will not be able to
bear not having one 10'tall $10.9
15" tall $19.99

Russell® youth hooded sweatshirt.
53% polyester/47% cotton,
screenprinted Maine, Bear paws
down sleeve Light Oxford S, M, L,
XL $26.95
Russell® youth warm-up pants. 53%
polyester/47% cotton, screenprinted
Maine, paw Light Oxford S, M, L,
XL $17.95
Cotton Exchange® T-shirt. 90%
cotton/10% polyester, screenprinted
University of Maine. Oxford or Navy
S, M, L. $9.99 USA

ON THE COVER:
C1 Eglomise Design® handcrafted mirror. 15" x 22" antique silver and gold frame with hand painted scene of
Stevens Hall $195.00
C2 Campus Crystal® Oak Charleston regulator clock. 12"W x 20"H x 4"D. Etched “University of Maine" Seal.
$249.95
C3 Manual Woodworkers and Weavers® throw. University of Maine buildings with Black Bear in the center.
Multi-colored. $54.95 USA
C4 C&F® needlepoint pillow with Stevens Hall. $36.95
C5 Captain’s Chair. Solid hardwood with etched seal. $295.00. $20.00 shipping.
C6 Rocking Chair. Solid hardwood with etched seal. $295.00. $20.00 shipping
C7 CSI® brass desk set, seal plated in 23 kt gold. $46.95
C8 CSI® brass lamp with black marble base and shade. Seal plated in 23 kt gold. $279.95
C9 CSI® rosewood finish bookends, seal plated in 23 kt gold. $99.95
C10 The University of Maine, by Bob Briggs and Debra Wright. Fascinating look at the University in its early
years through striking photographs taken between 1865 and 1940. Intriguing perspectives of historic
University buildings in their original settings, images of campus life and a thoughtful narrative convey the
dynamic history of the University of Maine. Arcadia Press. $19.99

Cotton Exchange® sports T-shirt.
The ultimate T-shirt for all sports.
90% cotton/10% polyester,
screenprinted. Sports available:
Football, Hockey, Baseball,
Basketball, Soccer, Rugby,
Women’s Basketball, Volleyball,
Track & Field, Field Hockey,
Softball, Swimming, Cheering.
Oxford. S, M, L, XL, XXL.
$15.99 USA
Baden Sports® mini basketball.
$8.50
Baden Sports® mini football.
$6.99
Hockey Puck with Black Bear logo
$2.95

Ornaments

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7

F1

r2

Maine crest $6.95
Maine mom $7.95
Maine dad $7.95
Maine alumni $6.95
Maine basketball $5.95
Maine football $5.95
Collegiate Collectible® ceramic Santa.
Be one of the first to own this collectible
Santa. Second in the series, limited
quantities. $39.95

Legacy Athletic® visor. 100% cotton, embroidered Maine. Light Blue, Navy, White. Adjustable. $10.99
Gear for Sports® brushed cotton cap. Screenprinted Maine Black Bears. Navy. Adjustable. $17.99

3 Legacy Athletic® cap. Wool blend embroidered block M, UMaine on back. Navy. 67/8, 7, 71/8, 71/4, 73/8,

772, 778, 7%, 8. $19.99
:4

?:5
J:6
- :7

Legacy Athletic® cotton twill cap. Embroidered Maine Alumni. Stone, Navy, White. Adjustable. $13.99
Legacy Athletic® cap with embroidered Maine Navy. Adjustable. $18.99
Legacy Athletic® cotton twill cap. Embroidered M. Maine. Light Blue. Adjustable. $13.99
Gear for Sports® cotton cap. Embroidered University of Maine White. Navy. Adjustable. $17.99
Legacy Athletic™ wool blend cap. Embroidered Old English M. Back has embroidered Black Bear. Navy.
67„ 7, 77„ 7'/4, 7%, 7'/2, 7%, 7%, 8. $19.99

THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE BOOKSTORE CATALOG
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G1

Champion® reverse weave
hooded sweatshirt. 82%
cotton/18% polyester. Navy.
S, M, L, XL, XXL. $55.99
G2 Champion® reverse weave
hooded sweatshirt. 81%
cotton/17% polyester/2%
other Silver grey S, M, L,
XL, XXL. $55.99
G3 Champion® reverse weave
sweatshirt. 81% cotton/17%
polyester/2% other.
Oversized split block M on
back Silver grey S, M, L, XL,
XXL $44.99
G4 Champion® reverse weave
sweatshirt. 81% cotton/17%
polyester/2% other Silver
grey S, M, L, XL, XXL.
$43.99

H1

J1

J2
J3
J4

For Bare Feet® mini
turn down cuff with
Maine Black Bears
Sports available
Hockey, Football,
Basketball, Field Hockey,
Soccer, Baseball
9-11, 11-13 $5.95 USA

Nike® adult replica hockey jersey. 100% polyester Home white body, Away Navy body,
embroidered Hockey East logo, sewn-on tackle twill Maine S, M, L, XL, XXL $62.95
Nike® youth replica hockey jersey. 100% polyester Home white body, Away Navy body,
embroidered Hockey East logo, sewn-on tackle twill Maine S, M, L, XL. $46.95
Legacy® cotton twill cap with embroidered Maine Hockey White, Navy Adjustable $14.99
Nike® universal fit cap. Cotton, embroidered Black Bear, Maine Hockey. Navy $15.95

HERFF JONES
Your College Ring...
*

...chosen to wear a lifetime.
%

Attending the University of Maine you made
the grades. Then there were the milestones,
the memories, and graduation day. A class
ring, the symbol of your achievement, was
left behind. The Bookstore is pleased to offer
this important symbol from your college
years. Now you can order the very same
ring that was made for your graduating class
from the Bookstore.
For more details check the box in the order
form section.

/

Pennants:
1-1 University of Maine Alumni $15 95
1-2 The University of Maine crest $14.95
I-3 Sports (Maine Hockey, Maine Football, Maine Baseball,
Maine Basketball) $14 95
Decals:
I-4 University of Maine 99
I-5 The University of Maine 95
I-6 University of Maine Alumni $1 25
I-7 The University of Maine crest 95
I-8 Bumper Sticker Maine Black Bears $1 25
Spirit Products® License Plate Frames:
I-9 Chrome with University of Maine Alumni $8 95
1-10 Chrome with University of Maine Black Bears $8 95
1-11 License Plate with Black Bear logo $8 79

Travel Mugs:
_
1-12 Stainless Steel $10 99
1-13 UMaine Black Bears $3 25
1-14 The University of Maine crest $3 50
t

Jansport® T-shirt. 90% cotton/10% polyester, screenprinted The University of Maine Black Bears
Oxford. S, M, L, XL, XXL $14.99
Jansport® T-shirt. 100% cotton, screenprinted University of Maine Navy S, M, L, XL, XXL
$14.99
Jansport® T-shirt. 90% cotton/10% polyester, screenprinted University of Maine Black Bears
Athl Dept Oxford S, M, L, XL, XXL $14.99
Cotton Exchange® T-shirt. 100% cotton, screenprinted University of Maine Navy or Oxford
S, M, L, XL, XXL $12.99 USA

1

2

3

4

5

Russell® sweatshirt. The perfect
sweatshirt to show your Maine Black
Bear pride Pro cotton, sewn-on letters,
embroidered Black Bears Navy M, L,
XL, XXL $49.99
Russell® sweatshirt. Pro cotton,
sewn-on 2" letters Maine embroidered
Black Bears Light Oxford M, L,
XL, XXL $49.99
Champion® sweatshirt. 50% cotton/
50% polyester, screenprinted
University of Maine Light Blue
S, M, L, XL, XXL $24.99
Jansport® hooded sweatshirt. 50%
cotton/50% polyester, screenprinted
Maine Black Bears Oxford S, M, L,
XL, XXL $37.99
Jansport® mesh shorts. 100% nylon,
screenprinted University of Maine
Navy S, M, L, XL, XXL $19.99

M1 College Kid® onesi. 100% cotton, screenprinted
Future Black Bear. Light Blue 6M, 12M, 18M, 24M
$17.95 USA
M2 Spirit Products® baby bottle. Plastic “On My Way to
The University of Maine ” $4.59
M3 For Bare Feet® baby booties with all over Maine
Black Bear knit-in design. $5.95 USA
M4 Third Street® infant hat. 50% cotton/50% polyester,
screenprinted UMaine. $5.95 USA
M5 Third Street® snap bib. Start out your newest Black
Bear with this bib, screenprinted University of
Maine $5.95 USA

HE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE BOOKSTORE CATALOG
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N1 Jones Sport® golf
bag. $139.95
N2 Here’s Fred® putter
cover, plush,
embroidered Black
Bear logo $13.95
N3 Here’s Fred® head
covers, set of 3,
plush, embroidered
Black Bear logo.
$45.95
N4 Cutter & Buck® dock
striped polo shirt.
100% combed
cotton, 3-button
placket, embroidered
crest logo on left
sleeve. White S, M,
L, XL, XXL. $59.95
N5 Cutter & Buck®
tournament shirt.
You can never have
too many basics
100% combed cot
ton, 3-button placket,
embroidered left
chest Navy, White,
Sunflower. $37.95
N6 Gear for Sports®
birdseye jersey polo. Sure to be a hit whether on the course or in the office 100% combed
cotton, embroidered University of Maine Navy. S, M, L, XL, XXL $49.99
N7 Peerless® golf umbrella. Canopy design withstands wind gusts 62" arc Navy/white $27.95
N8 Here’s Fred® golf set including golf towel with embroidered Black Bear, set of 3 golf balls, tees
divet repair, ball markers and bag tags $29.95

Spirit Products® hearth mug with M(A
UMaine. Cobalt Blue. $6.49
02 Modern China® elgrande mug with hl
crest The University of Maine $5.95
03 Modern China® mug. Wake up to
your morning coffee with your
University of Maine coffee mug. $3.9
04 Spirit Products® mug. University of
Maine alumni. $3.95
01

P1

Specialty House® hooded sweatshirt.
50% cotton/50% polyester. Stripes on
sleeves, screenprinted Maine Athletics.
Navy. 2T, 3T, 4T, 6 $23.99
P2 MJ Soffe® toddler shorts. 100%
cotton, screenprinted Maine Navy.
2T, 4T, 6 $7.99 USA
P3 MJ Soffe® toddler shirt. 100% cotton,
screenprinted Maine Football White
2T, 4T. $7.99 USA

P3

Cotton Exchange® long sleeve T-shirt. 100% combed cotton, screenprinted University of Maine
on front and left sleeve Navy. S, M, L, XL, XXL $21.99. USA
2 MJ Soffe® long sleeve T-shirt. 100% cotton, screenprinted The University of Maine 1865 on front
and left sleeve. Oxford. S, M, L, XL, XXL $19.99 USA
3 Jansport® long sleeve T-shirt. 100% cotton,
screenprinted University of Maine on front and left
sleeve. Navy. S, M, L, XL, XXL. $24.99
4 Cotton Exchange®long sleeve T-shirt. 90%
cotton/10% polyester, screenprinted left chest
M Maine, Maine Black Bears down left sleeve
Oxford. S, M, L, XL, XXL. $21.99 USA

1

Charles River®
anti-pill summit
fleece jacket.
14 75 oz fleece,
full-zip front, side
pockets, embroi
dered Black Bear
logo Navy. Adult
S, M, L, XL, XXL
$66.99. Youth S,
M, L $52.99
Jansport® long
sleeve T-shirt.
90% cotton/10%
polyester, screenprinted Black Bear.
Oxford S, M, L,
XL, XXL. $24.99
Charles River®
anti-pill summit
fleece pullover.
14.75 oz. fleece,
half zip, side
pockets, embroidered Black Bear logo. Navy. Adult S, M, L, XL, XXL $64.99. Youth S, M, L $52.99
Jansport® youth long sleeve T-shirt. 100% cotton, screenprinted Black Bear logo, Oxford.
S, M, L. $15.99
Charles River® anti-pill summit fleece vest. 14.75 oz. fleece, full zip front, side pockets,
embroidered Black Bear logo. Navy. Adult S, M, L, XL, XXL $49.99. Youth S, M, L $43.99.
Toddler 2T, 4, 6 $41.99
Cotton Exchange® youth long sleeve T-shirt. 100% cotton, screenprinted Maine. Oxford.
S, M, L. $15.99 USA
X -•»
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Sterling® glassware with etched seal
51 Pilsner $7.25
52 Flute $7.25
53 Wine $7.25
54 Beverage $5.95
55 Shot glass $4.95
)

Church Hill Classic® diploma frame.
Black and Light Blue Matte, precut to fit your
University of Maine diploma $69.95.
Ph D. diploma frame $89.95
T2 Church Hill Classic® diploma frame.
This distinctive diploma frame features a 23 kt
gold plated medallion that is etched with the
University of Maine seal. $94.95
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Special Report
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Twenty-seven-year-old alumna
Bridget Ziegelaar Johnson '96
coordinates NASA's extra vehicular
activities for the space shuttle.

UMaine alumni and campus
affected by September 11.

10

Breath Test Research Takes
on New Relevance
UMaine scientists are working on a
test that could work as a triage
device in a bioterrorist attack.

12

A Day Fit For a King
UMaine celebrates its most famous
graduate.

14

Toward a More Holistic
Approach to the Middle East
UMaine political science professor
Bahman Baktiari looks to foreign
policy changes after the war on
terrorism.

18

A Tribute to Coach
Shawn Walsh

Walking in Space

26

Reporting the Stories
Behind the Headlines
National Public Radio correspondent
Brian Naylor '79.

Cracking the Glass Ceiling
Hollings Cancer Center director
Dr. Carolyn Reed '72 is one of
a small number of female thoracic
surgeons in the United States.

Departments:
8
10
31
34

Campus News
Research
Alumni Newsmakers
Alumni Bookshelf

Cover Photograph of Bridget Ziegelaar Johnson '96 courtesy of NASA
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Maine Alumni Involved in and
Affected by September 11 Tragedy
ew York City firefighter
Alphonse Sicignano '89
was scheduled to work
on September 11. But
that morning he received a call in
forming him that his aunt had
passed away. He called his firehouse
and asked if someone could cover
his tour for him. It's the kind of thing
that probably happens routinely in
the New York City Fire Department.
But, of course September 11 was not
a routine day. If Sicignano had gone
to work that morning, it's very like
ly he would be dead. Four of the
members of his engine crew per
ished in the chaotic early stages of
the World Trade Center rescue effort.
Later that morning and in subse
quent days Sicignano had ample
opportunity to exhibit his own sac
rifice and heroism, working on the
front lines at Ground Zero, saving
lives and searching for victims.
There was at least one other Uni
versity of Maine alum making a con
tribution to the recovery effort at
Ground Zero. Class of 1990 member
Mark Baldwin's family-owned
crane company was working just
across the river in New Jersey at the
time of the attack. They were quick
ly called in to help remove rubble in
support of the rescue effort. Baldwin
spent a week at the trade center site
coordinating his company's efforts.
And although Sicignano and
Baldwm didn't know it at the time
there was a fellow UMaine alumnus
among the victims of that terrrible
tragedy
Stephen Ward '91 had been ex
tremely excited about his new posi
tion as an accountant for Cantor

ing people very close to America's
major policy makers.
But in the aftermath of the trage
dy, no stories seemed more compel
ling than those of the New York City
firefighters.

N

4 Maine

Photograph b\ Mark Baldwin

Fitzgerald & Co. on the 101st floor
of the World Trade Center's North
Tower. Ward was an honors gradu
ate from UMaine—a young man
with intelligence, motivation, and a
great personality He had only been
in the job for a few weeks when on
September 11, he and over 600 mem
bers of his firm died in the terrorist
attack (see page 7).
Meanwhile, in Washington, D.C.,
another UMaine alumnus found
himself in harm's way during the
attack on the Pentagon.
Lt Colonel William T McKinnon
'84 had an office very close to the
outside wall where American Air
lines Flight 11 crashed. He survived
the attack uninjured and then risked
his own life to save a friend. For that
courageous act he was awarded the
Soldier's Medal for heroism
Other UMaine alums were affect
ed by the September 11 attacks:
stockbrokers in lower Manhattan's
financial district and congressional
delegates and other government em
ployees in Washington D.C., includ

ike most Americans, Al
Sicignano learned quickly of
the news of the WTC attack.
"I turned on the television, saw what
was happening, and I knew exactly
where my guys were," he says
Sicignano is with Engine Compa
ny 6 located near city hall, just a few
blocks away from where the World
Trade Center once stood.
As soon as he heard the news he
rushed to the scene, ready to go to
work.
"When I first got there it was
about 10:30 a.m.," Sicignano remem
bers. "It was chaotic. Because of the
losses, there was no command struc
ture for a while. Luckily, I connect
ed with a chief and a few other fire
fighters and we stayed together,
searching the garage levels."
But while his makeshift team
searched, transformers started to
blow at the scene.
"We ran outside between build
ing one and seven," he explains "As
we got to the corner, building seven
came down. We were almost under
neath it. We were right there."
Because Engine Company 6 was
one of the very first on the scene,
Sicignano says he knew very quick
ly that his comrades were probably
dead. He was determined to try to
recover their bodies.
He stayed at the trade center site
for five straight days and nights.

"My firehouse is so close to
Ground Zero that I would just come
back and grab a few hours of sleep
and then head back up and start dig
ging again."
The first days after the tragedy
firemen and rescue workers were
driven by the hope of finding survi
vors. Finding someone alive in the
mass of destruction would make all
the risk and sacrifice worth it.
As everyone knows, few survi
vors were found at Ground Zero.
But Sicignano helped find two.
"I was lucky," he says. "Wednes
day I did find a survivor—a girl. She
was in the hallway where you get
on the elevator. We lifted this sheet
rock and we saw this pair of eyes
staring at us. It was a freakish feel
ing, but a very happy one. She was
totally in shock and beat up, but she
was alive. The next day we found
another survivor."
He says he can't describe what
helping save that young woman
meant.
"It was just a great feeling, being
there for that girl," Sicignano says.

"The first day or two all we were
finding were body parts—it was so
horrible. So it was tremendous to
actually find someone alive."
It was also extremely important
to Sicignano that they were able to
find the bodies of two of his four
comrades
"There was some closure for me
when we found two of our guys and
were able to carry them out," he
says. "It's a very emotional thing.
It's a ceremony of sorts, really. Eve
ryone stops what they are doing and
salutes as you go by with the body.
That's what I need to do for the oth
er two guys. Until that happens—
that closure, I'm still kind of messed
up about it."
Sicignano says overall he is do
ing all right emotionally, but adds
that every firefighter handles the sit
uation differently. He says the man
who replaced him on the morning
of September 11 is having a tough
time. He was the only one in the
crew, other than the driver, to sur
vive.
"He's having a hard time with it,"

Above: Mark Baldwin ’90 takes a break
with a New York City firefighter.

Sicignano says. "He feels like a dead
man walking. It's really strange. The
only reason he survived is that he's
a smoker. He couldn't keep up with
the other firefighters. That's what
saved his life."
Sicignano says that all the praise
and support the world has given to
New York's firefighters and police
has provided a great boost.
He was especially touched by the
response from one town in Maine.
"My wife (Susanne Fogg-Sicignano '89) is from Garland, Maine,"
he says. "So the town of Dexter
raised $3,500 just by washing cars
and they sent it to Engine 6. That
was amazing."

ill McKinnon, a 17-year
Army veteran, is the chief of
analysis and strength man
agement at the Defense Department,
a job that involves working with
Army personnel policies. When he
first heard about the attack on the
World Trade Center on the morning

B
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of September 11 he and his co-work
ers left their work areas to find a tele
vision. McKinnon found one in his
division's brigadier general's office.
After a short period of watching the
news he decided to return to his of
fice. As he was leaving he heard a
very loud thud.
"Everything shook violently and
the ceiling tiles and light fixtures
started coming down," McKinnon
told the Bangor Daily News.
He began looking to help anyone
he could. He found a friend, Lt
Colonel Brian Birdwell, who had
been severely burned by the explod
ing jet fuel. McKinnon carried him
to a safe area to receive medical at
tention. As he waited for that atten
tion, he did his best to perform first
aid on his fellow officer
"I couldn't even recognize him,"
McKinnon said "His face was black
and his skin was hanging in shreds
and he was bleeding. He recognized
me first."
He returned to assist more vic
tims, wetting his shirt to use as a
mask against the smoke, but he was
forced to leave the scene before he
could help anyone else. McKinnon
left when word was received that
United Flight 93 might be headed for
the capital.
The medal McKinnon received
for his courageous act brought him
little solace. Three of the 12 people
in his office died on September 11
and four others in his department
were killed.

cate equipment and that company
referred us and we became part of
the official World Trade Center re
covery team."
The crane that was needed was
of the 230-ton variety. It required 13
tracker trailers to get it into the city.
Of course, just getting a private car
into New York at that time was no
easy task, so the Baldwin caravan
had a police and National Guard
escort directly to Ground Zero.
"They brought us directly to the
site," Baldwin recalls. "You're hit by
this unbelievable scene of destruc
tion. It was much more widespread
than I had imagined "
Baldwin spent a week at Ground
Zero, first coordinating the assem
bly of the crane and later working
with engineers and contractors who
designed and worked on the con
struction of the WTC
"We started right away assem
bling the crane—right at building
five," he says "We were assembling
next to five stories of burning rub
ble. Our eyes were burning so the
National Guard gave us masks
There was a rush to get the crane to
gether to remove rubble, because at
that time there was still hope of find
ing survivors "
Baldwin says the biggest factor
working at Ground Zero was the
smoke.
"It was a such a stark contrast to
the beautiful, clear skies we had dur
ing that time," he says
Baldwin says that by the time he
got to the WTC site, four days after
ark Baldwin's family
the attack, the recovery effort was
crane company, Baldwin
well organized
Crane & Equipment
"There was lots of support from
Company (Wilmington, MA)lots
was
of groups," he says. "Iron work
called in to help with the World
ers and rescue teams from all over.
Trade Center recovery just days af
When we were assembling the crane
ter the attack.
I had someone from the Missouri
"We had done a lot of work sup
rescue team come over to me and
porting one of the big crane compa
say something I'll never forget. He
nies in New York City," he explains.
explained that he had once worked
"The mayor's office was trying to lo
in crane assembly and knew what it
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entailed. He said he just wanted to
thank us for being there. Now here's
a guy, who's not even from New
York, coming up and thanking us.
That's the spirit that was there."
Baldwin will also never forget
leaving the scene at the end of the
week.
"As we drove out it was raining
and there were people out standing
in the rain waving and shouting,
'Thank you' to us "
He also says that trying to adjust
to normal life after the experience
hasn't been easy.
"I may be totally focused on a
project at work when I see a maga
zine cover with a picture of Ground
Zero and mentally I'm right back in
New York City," he says. "It stirs up
all the emotions all oxer again. My
priorities have definitely changed
The economic side of life now takes
second place to the human side."
As difficult as the experience
was, Baldwin says he considers it a
priv liege to have taken part and con
tributed in some small way
"I'm thankful that I was able to
represent my family and the univer
sity, and everyone else who has had
a part in building my life."
tan Allain '61 was in his new
home in Owls Head when
the terrorist attacks occurred
But a year or so earlier he might well
have been occupying his former of
fice on the 52nd floor in tower two
of the World Trade Center.
Allain is a retired vice chairman
of Guy Carpenter, a brokerage com
pany owned by Marsh/McLennan.
Both companies occupied floors in
the WTC.
Amazingly, Guy Carpenter lost
only two people in the devastation
out of a work force of over 600.
Marsh/McLennan was not so fortu
nate, losing 295 workers.
Although Allain believes he
would not have known most of the

S

Marsh/McLennan victims, the ex
perience of watching his former
workplace collapse was still gut
wrenching.
"My wife and I were watching
CNN that morning—before the at
tack—and they were showing the
sunrise over the World Trade Cen
ter, and I jokingly said to my wife,
'There's the home office.' Then just
an hour later the plane struck and a
short time after that we watched the
towers collapse. It was extremely
emotional. I thought for sure I
would be called back to work be
cause there would be nobody left."
Allain says that right after the
attack he received calls from all over
the world.
"The man who had the office next
to me at the trade center, who is now
president of the company, called
from Monte Carlo and said, 'Stan, if
this happened a year ago we would
have been sitting in the trade center
watching that plane hit.'"
Allain says he doesn't really
think about that, but he admits to
always having been uneasy working
at the WTC.
"I didn't want to work there," he
says. "Especially after the bombing
in '93. Everyday that I got on the el
evator I said to myself, 'This place
is a big target.' But that's where my
job was."
Allain believes a lot of companies
will talk about leaving New York,
but in the end the vast majority will
stay because, "New York is just too
important a place to be."
"New York will survive this," he
says. "I'm a Maine native who had
a chance to be part of New York life
for quite a while. New Yorkers are
different. I was always very im
pressed with them They're resilient.
There is a mystique that goes with
that city and the people there are
very proud of it."

Stephen G. Ward
April 9,1968 —
September 11, 2001

Stephen G. Ward is presumed dead
as a result of the attacks on the
World Trade Center on September
11, 2001. He had just started a new
job with the international bond and
equity trading company, Cantor Fitzgerald & Co., on the trade
center's 101st floor. Cantor Fitzgerald occupied floors 101 through
105 of the North Tower and lost approximately 600 members of its
firm.
He is the only University of Maine graduate known to be a victim
of the terrorist attacks.
Stephen was born in Portland, Maine, the son of Gordon M. Ward
and Victoria A. Randall. He was a graduate of Gorham High School
where he co-captained that school's 1985-86 Western Maine Champi
onship basketball team. At UMaine he graduated with honors in
finance and he later completed graduate work in accounting at the
University of Maryland. He was a licensed certified public accoun
tant.
Before joining Cantor Fitzgerald, Stephen had worked at Fidelity
Investments and PricewaterhouseCoopers in Boston.
He is remembered by those who knew him best as a young man
full of promise. When he got his new job he joked to his sisters: "The
Kid is coming to the Big Apple—New York will never be the same!"
He had recently sent several family members new business cards
covered in Post-it notes reminding them to "hold on to these—they'll
be worth something someday."
"Steve was full of vim and vigor, " his mother noted. "He didn't
do anything small. If he wanted to do something he did it all the
way."
Stephen Ward was known as a political junkie. He also had a great
love of sports—both as a participant and a spectator. He organized
family and neighborhood games and taught his nieces and nephews
to play baseball.
"My kids were always excited to see Uncle Steve's car pull in,"
said his sister, Susan W. Moore. "They just knew it was time to play."
Surviving are his father, Gordon Ward; his mother, Victoria
Randall; his grandmother, Alice Randall; a brother, Kenneth Ward;
and two sisters, Susan W. Moore and Katie W. Graham.
A memorial service was held at the First Parish Congregational
Church of Gorham on September 22. Anyone wishing to remember
Stephen can send a contribution to the Stephen Gordon Ward
Memorial Scholarship Fund care of the Maine Community Founda
tion, P.O. Box 7380, Portland, ME 04101.

(Information on Lt. Colonel McKinnon
courtesy of the Bangor Daily News.)
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Campus News
UMaine
enrollment
largest since
1994

University to
assess future of
dramatic arts
program

With an anticipated total
student population of
10,500 (7,500 full-time), the
University of Maine
opened for the fall semes
ter with its largest number
of students since 1994. This
marks the fifth consecutive
year of increases in the
number of students at the
state's flagship university.
"The University of
Maine continues to experi
ence growth in student
numbers while maintain
ing quality," said UMaine
president Peter S. Hoff.
"We are benefiting from
greater public recognition
and appreciation of what
we have to offer "
Twenty percent of
UMaine students (2,085)
are enrolled as graduate
students—3,500 UMaine
students live on campus.
All 19 residence halls
are full, including historic
Oak Hall, an 82-student
residence hall that was re
furbished and reopened for
the start of the new aca
demic year after being used
for storage for a decade.
UMaine also has 47 new
professors on its 660-member faculty as the new se
mester begins.
In September UMaine
welcomed 1,645 new first year students as members
of the Class of 2005. New
students participated in a
variety of weekend orien
tation activities and pro-

University of Maine pro
vost, Robert Kennedy, has
initiated the first step of a
process that will determine
whether the university will
suspend its bachelor's and
master's theater programs.
A suspension would al
low the university to deter
mine whether the theater
program will continue in
its present form. Other op
tions would be to revise or
reorganize the program or
eliminate it entirely
"Right now no decision
has been made to suspend
the program, and no deci
sion will be made until the
process of rev lewing op
tions has been followed,"
Kennedy said
If a suspension is insti
tuted no new theater de
gree students will be ac
cepted. Current students
will be able to complete
their degrees.
Kennedy was quick to
point out that the Maine
Masque, one of the oldest
student theater groups in
the country, is not part of
the review process.
The university adminis
tration took the action fol
lowing an external evalua
tion of the theater depart
ment's programs and ad
ministration. That evalua
tion, conducted by respect
ed theater professionals,
recommended that the uni
versity consider changes in
the way it provides dra
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A member of the Class of 2005 moves into his dormitory.

grams aimed at helping
ease the transition to col
lege life.
The members of the
class bring impressive
qualifications and back
grounds The average
Scholastic Aptitude Test
score of 1,086 is consistent
with the UMaine averages
from recent years and ex
ceeds the national average
by 66 points. That score is
80 points above the state
SAT average.
Twenty-one percent of
the members of the new
class finished in the top 10
percent of their high school
class; 42 percent were in the
top 20 percent of their high
school graduating class.
Seventy-four of UMaine's
first-year students are re
cipients of the prestigious
Top Scholar Award, a full
tuition scholarship offered
each year to the valedicto
rian and salutatonan of
each Maine high school
class.
Fifty award recipients of
the 2001 Mitchell Scholar
ships—almost one-third of

the total awardees—are en
rolled in UMaine this year.
The Mitchell Scholarships,
awarded by a foundation
created by former Maine
Senator George J Mitchell,
are granted each year to
one graduate from every
high school in Maine. In
addition, 41 MBNA Schol
ars have chosen to enroll at
UMaine and will receive
four-vear awards from the
MBNA Foundation Three
of every four UMaine stu
dents receive financial aid
of some kind.
Nearly three-quarters of
UMaine's first-year stu
dents say that the univer
sity was their first choice.
That number is consistent
between students from
Maine and students from
other states. More than half
say they plan to eventual
ly pursue a graduate de
gree
UMaine students this
year come from Maine and
from 46 other states. There
are also students from52
other countries.
*

matic arts education.
"The review was thor
ough and raised a number
of questions about the ad
equacy of the way the pro
gram was being operated,"
Kennedy said. "We simply
must follow up on those
questions and explore in
detail
the concerns that
I
were raised."
In response to student
and faculty concerns,
UMaine president Peter
Hoff has reassured the
campus community that
theater will continue to re
ceive support at UMaine.
"No matter what chang
es might occur in the de
gree programs themselves,
I can't imagine any scenar
io that would lead to the
dramatic arts ceasing to
exist at the University of
Maine," Hoff said.

Hudson
Museum
founder
remembered
Richard Gibbs Emerick, the
founder of the Hudson
Museum, was remembered
at a memorial service on
October 5 at the Maine
Center for the Arts.
Emerick died at his Orono
home on October 3.
In addition to founding
the Hudson, Emerick was
the University of Maine's
first anthropology teacher
(1956). He was also one of
the first professors to util
ize interactive television to
reach out to students across

Over 500 soldiers came to the UMaine campus under the
Army Specialized Training Program during World War II.

Maine. In 1966, he was
honored as the university's
fourth
Distinguished
Maine Professor
As an ethnologist,
Emerick studied tradi
tional peoples in the Grand
Canyon, the Pacific Islands,
and
Arctic
Canada.
Through his many years of
travel, Emerick amassed an
extensive collection of arti
facts which are now part of
the Hudson Museum.
"The museum is the
place where the people of
Maine can see and touch
the wonder and the splen
dor of the human experi
ence—things people of the
world have made, used,
loved, and held in awe, and
proudly left for us to gen
tly care for and gratefully
learn from," he once said.
Alumni wishing to re
member Richard Emerick
can make contributions to:
The Richard Emerick Fund
of the Hudson Museum,
P.O. Box 2220, Bangor, ME
04402-2220.

ASTP veterans
reunite on
campus
During World War II much
of the University of
Maine's male student
population left their stud
ies to serve their country.
During the same period
over 500 men in Army uni
forms came to the univer
sity for instruction in a pro
gram named the Army
Specialized Training Pro
gram (ASTP). By 1944 the
vast majority of those sol
diers were called to the in
creasingly intense fighting
in Europe. Many never
came back.
These ASTP soldiers
were not considered offi
cial UMaine students. They
were soldiers first, students
second. But their time and
training at Maine made for
a lasting memory.
On September 29, over
30 ASTP veterans returned
to campus for a two-day

group reunion and to re
member their lost com
rades.
"We were very fortu
nate to leave Army life and
attend college," said Rich
ard Glidden, one of the
reunion's organizers. "We
had to stand reveille at 27
below zero and march to
chow and a few other for
malities, but life at Orono
was wonderful."
For most ASTP soldiers
that all came to an end in
1944 as casualties in Eu
rope began to mount. The
Army called over 140,000
men training at universities
to active duty.
"We went immediately
to the front ranks as infan
try riflemen and there our
odds were not good,"
Glidden says. "We don't
know how many were
wounded, but almost ev
eryone I know was in that
category. On the front we
longed for Maine."
Glidden was also un
able to get an exact count
of how many former ASTP
trainees were eventually
killed in action. He came
up with 50 names out of the
513 men who were with
him at Maine. But he be
lieves the true number
killed is much higher than
that.
A major part of the
ASTP weekend was a me
morial service to honor
fallen comrades. A plaque
listing the names of the
ASTP vets killed in the war
was presented to the uni
versity. It will hang on the
wall outside the Reserve
Officers Training Corps of
fice in the Memorial Gym.
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Breath Test
Research
Takes on
New
Relevance
New technology could
be helpful in a
bioterrorist attack.
UMaine chemist Touradj Solouki

hemists at the University of
Maine are developing new
technology that will bring us
closer to the day when a standard
medical checkup includes a breath
scan. Levels of two naturally occur
ring compounds, nitric oxide and ac
etone, are already known to be po
tential health indicators, but accurate
and affordable monitoring devices
have not been available.
And their research has taken on a
greater urgency since September 11.
A device that could detect nitric ox
ide in breath could eventually be
used as an important triage tool for
toxic exposure.
Touradj Solouki, of the depart
ment of chemistry, coordinates a team
of students and other scientists and
collaborates with the UMaine Labo
ratory for Surface Science and Tech
nology (LASST). Their goal is a reli
able method for collecting breath
samples and analyzing them for ac
curate identification of the hundreds
of compounds already known to be
present in breath.
"We're trying to get at all of the
components that are in the human
breath," says Solouki "First, we want
to get a chemical fingerprint of breath
in a healthy person. That means we
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have to understand the variation be
tween smokers and nonsmokers, fe
males and males, young and old.
Once we have that, we would like to
get markers that will tell us some
thing about the health of a person. We
can use a marker to develop new
medical sensors to determine if a per
son is healthy."
Initial funding for the research
came from the Defense Ad\ anced
Research Projects Agency to LASST
and Sensor Research and Develop
ment (SRD) in Orono in 1998. The
focus of that study was the develop
ment of an electronic sensor that
could indicate a soldier's exposure to
pathogens or toxins. Researchers be
gan looking closely at nitric oxide be
cause levels of that chemical were
thought to be an indicator of infec
tion related stress.
While LASST researchers have
overcome some of the technical
hurdles to nitric oxide detection,
there still is much to do. SRD is con
cerned with engineering a practical
sensor device that can meet the needs
of the military. Such a device could
also have great benefit to the civilian
population in the event of a
bioterrorist attack.
Robert Lad, a member of the re

search team and director of LASST,
noted that if a substance such as an
thrax were used in an attack, there
could be a great deal of panic, be
cause symptoms wouldn't show up
immediately and people wouldn't
know who had been exposed. Emer
gency rooms would be deluged by
people. But nitric oxide could poten
tially be used as an early marker for
people exposed to biological agents.
Through the course of the re
search, it became apparent that other
compounds in breath may also have
important medical uses. For example,
excess levels of acetone, says Solouki,
have been associated with cancer.
"The significance of a lot of the
compounds in breath are not
known," says Solouki, "not by us or
anyone else." Nevertheless, attempts
to analyze the chemistry of breath go
back about 200 years.
The method being developed by
the team involves steps to concen
trate a breath sample and divide it
into major and minor components.
The breath is passed through a tube,
Solouki explains, that holds onto
some components and not others.
"It's like walking through a hall
and shaking people's hands," Solouki
says. "Some of the compounds like
to shake hands for a long time, and
others go through very fast and don't
shake anyone's hands. As they go
through the column, some are able to
zip right through. Some may have
to stop and shake lots of hands. That's
how they get separated."
Once the breath sample is divided,
the components are sent through a
machine that identifies each molecule
by how fast it moves in a magnetic
field. The machine is so sensitive that
it can distinguish between two nearly
identical molecules that may appear
as a single molecule in other instru
ments. Other members of the team
include Jan Szulejko, a post-doctoral
scientist, and David Labrecque '79, a
research associate.
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Campus Events

A Day Fit For a King
e is far and away the
university's most famous
graduate As UMaine
English professor Burton
Hatlen put it, "For many people
around the United States and the
world, Stephen King represents the
University of Maine."
This fall the university honored its
number one alum in a variety of
ways. King's book, Hearts in Atlantis,
was chosen as the 2001 class book,
which freshmen as well as all UMaine
faculty and staff are encouraged to
read and discuss. In connection with
the class book and new student ori
entation, King welcomed the enter
ing Class of 2005 to campus with a
talk at the Maine Center for the Arts
in early September
One month later, King returned to
campus to take part in a series of
events celebrating his life and his
works. October 3 was officially pro
claimed Stephen King Day on cam
pus as well as in the state of Maine,
with the best-selling author himself
participating in most of the sched
uled events
One of the highlights of the day
was an afternoon panel discussion
titled "Thirty Years Later. Reflections
on Campus Activism by Those Who
Led It." The panel was comprised of
UMaine graduates Michael Carpen
ter '69, a former Maine legislator and
state attorney general; Richard
Davies '69, also a former legislator
and currently a public policy analyst;
Christine Bettoney Hastedt '68, co
founder of the Maine Equal Justice
Stephen King addresses a large
gathering at the Maine Center for the
Arts on October 3. King signed the
huge poster behind him, which was
later auctioned on E-Bay to support
UMaine programs.
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Project and the Maine
Equal Justice Partners;
Trish Riley '73, executive
director of the National
Academy for State
Health Policy and cur
rent chair of UMaine's
board of visitors; and
Cliff Rosen '71, a medi
cal doctor and executive
director of the Maine
Center for Osteoporosis
Research and Education.
Scheduled to participate
but not able to attend
was Larry Moskowitz '69, a well
known '60s campus activist who is
currently labor coordinator for the
Working Families Party of New York.
National Public Radio correspon
dent Brian Naylor '79 (see profile
page 26) moderated the discussion
and King played the role of commen
tator. Hatlen, who was one of King's
English professors at UMaine, intro
duced the discussion.
The panel members recalled their
experiences during the anti-Vietnam
War protests on campus. With the ex
ception of Michael Carpenter, all
were involved in those protests.
As a member of ROTC, and later
an infantry officer in Vietnam, Car
penter brought a different perspec
tive of those turbulent times.
"I marched with these people," he
noted. "I was on one side of the fence
with ROTC and they were on the
other with the peace groups. Back
then I would never have shared this
stage with them. I despised them."
Many years after returning from
the war, Carpenter underwent a con
version of sorts—regretting his harsh
feelings about the protesters, and ul
timately realizing their opposition
to our involvement in Vietnam was
justified. He urged the young stu
dents in the audience to learn from
his example and to show tolerance to
ward all points of view.
The strain and tension of those

times was addressed by Rosen, who
extended his anti-war feelings to
other areas of social activism.
"It was a time of dramatic change
and impact on people's lives," Rosen
said. "It was an excellent time to let
your feelings coalesce and say,
'There's something we can do.'"
King talked at length about how
his feelings toward the war and his
personal looks changed dramatically
during his time at UMaine—as his
opposition to the war grew, so did his
hair and his beard. He remembered
getting hostile responses from Maine
people in stores and on the street. But
he also warmly recalled his mother's
tolerance and understanding through
his radical transition.
King also demonstrated that he
hasn't lost his antiauthoritarian spirit
by proudly holding up and drinking
from a can of Pepsi The gesture was
a dig at the UMaine contract which
allows only Coke products to be sold
on campus.
All members of the panel recalled
their time at UMaine as a "heady" pe
riod of tremendous social and per
sonal growth.
"The time I spent here in Orono
was clearly a turning point in my
life," Davies stated. "We were em
powered to do more things than we
thought possible. We took away from
this a richness and depth and con
nectedness to what we learned."

Riley told the students
they should be proud of
their school. She praised
the tolerance of former
UMaine president Win
Libby '32 and said that stu
dents were allowed to
think about and utilize
their power.
"There's just something
about this place," she said.
Many of the questions
from the audience con
cerned the terrorist attacks
on the United States and
how people should react to them.
All members of the panel urged
students to become informed, think
about, and discuss the issues and to
be tolerant of those who dissent from
the majority viewpoint.
A few hours after the panel dis
cussion ended, another large audi
ence gathered in the Maine Center for
the Arts to hear King reflect on life
and art, as well as to read from his
newest installment of The Dark Tower.
"I'm bowled over just to be here,"
King said. "I never expected to have
a day. It's—'A Day!' It's like someone
saying to you, 'You get your own day
and now we're going to kill you!"'
King's humor was mixed with
thoughtful reflections on the World
Trade Center tragedy. Wearing a New
York City Fire Department T-shirt he
explained how "art is able to change
horror into terror, which can be ana
lyzed and dispelled."
King answered questions touch
ing on everything from his favorite
music to how he approaches writing.
"Writing is self-hypnosis," he
stated. "It's a very agreeable state to
be in. I get there by a process of de
compression."
All in all it was a captivating end
to a provocative and memorable day.
As one audience member remarked
as she left, "We are so lucky to have
him as one of our own."
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ike just about every
one else in America,
UMaine political sci
ence professor Bahman Baktiari was
completely stunned
by the devastating terrorist attacks
on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon in September. But as an
expert on the Middle East he's also
hopeful that the shock from that ter
rible event may have one long-term
positive result—a more holistic and
morally based United States policy
toward the Middle East and Central
Asia.
Baktiari's hope is based in solid
experience and scholarship. Al
though educated in America (in
cluding a Ph.D. from the Woodrow
Wilson Department of Government
and Foreign Affairs at the Universi
ty of Virginia) he was born in Iran
and has spent time in just about eve
ry country in the Middle East He
was a visiting professor at the Amer
ican University in Cairo for two
years. And as director of Interna
tional Affairs at UMaine he has been
asked to lecture at the Middle East
Institute in Washington, the Coun
cil on Foreign Relations in New
York, and the National Defense Uni
versity in Cairo. He's also been in
terviewed by National Public Radio
and television, the Wall Street Jour
nal, and USA Today.
Baktiari's specialty is parliamen
tary politics in the Mideast, with a
major focus on Iran He is the au
thor of Parliamentary Politics in Rev
olutionary Iran: The Institutionaliza
tion of Factional Politics. He is also
working on an edited volume, The
Middle East in a New World Order: The
Imperative of a Holistic Approach.
We talked to Professor Baktiari
about his views on Middle East pol
icies in early October.

L

Prior to September 11, President

Bush was considered a unilateral
ist. That view seems to have turned
around dramatically. Do you think
it signals a change in his long-term
approach to foreign policy?
Yes, I think this has changed his phi
losophy. And I think it's going to
change even more because as we
involve more and more countries in
this effort, we're going to have to
take into account the interests of
those countries A good example of
this was the dropping of sanctions
against Pakistan because it has been
so cooperative with us. I think you
will see more of this type of thing.
Right now we do not show enough
tolerance in our foreign policy. We
are too quick to take sides—for in
stance in the Arab/Israeli conflict.

Besides more tolerance, how would
you change our policies in the Mid
dle East?
Well, many of the problems come
from the fact that our policies are
based on self-interest alone, with lit
tle moral guidance. Take Egypt for
example. There has been martial law
in Egypt since 1981. There is no free
dom of movement. There are elec
tions, but they are not really open
elections. Yet in that time Egypt has
been the largest recipient of Ameri
can aid.
When it comes to the American
public, we are a very moral people.
We are generous and magnanimous.
Yet we don't translate that morality
to our government's foreign policy.
Somehow when it comes to govern
ment policy, we allow it to act
against our principles. We stand up
for freedom and justice here, but we
don't apply those principles around
the world. One of the key reasons
why we are resented in the Middle
East is that most of the governments
we support in this area forbid polit

ical participation by the religiously
mspired masses. No wonder Egypt,
for example, has one of the deadli
est terrorist groups called Islamic Ji
had. And no wonder that bin Laden
is a Saudi Arabian. Despite the clear
evidence that most of the hijackers
came from Saudi Arabia, no debate
has been opened in the kingdom as
to how—or why— these young
men, all of whom were in their twen
ties and thirties, would form suicide
squads. Fifteen of the hijackers out
of nineteen were from Saudi Arabia.
Do the people in those Islamic na
tions separate the American people
from our official government poli
cies?
Yes, the people see that. When you
see people angered at America, it is
not directed toward the American
people but toward the government.
But they do look at President Bush
describing the motivations of the
terrorists as being opposed to our
way of life—of freedom and justice.
They hear that and they say "What
freedom? Where is the liberty and
justice for us?" That is especially
true in those Islamic countries that
are most friendly toward us.

So you think the hostility might be
greater in those countries we sup
port.

To some degree, yes. Just look at the
19 terrorists involved in the Septem
ber 11 incidents. The majority came
from countries that have close rela
tions with us—countries like Egypt
and Saudi Arabia. They didn't come
from places that we consider outlaw
nations such as Libya or Iran.
In those countries we support,
the people see the U.S. only in terms
of our relations with their homeland.
They see their government becom
ing dependent, unaccountable, and
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Faculty
subject to all kinds of interest
groups. They see us exporting our
commercial interests, but not our
principles of freedom and justice. If
we are to find long-term solutions
we need to reevaluate the way we
behave toward authoritarian re
gimes in the region.

is very broad. It requires addressing
everything from refugees to water
resources to security issues. It is go
ing to require a significant invest
ment from the United States and ob
viously, right now we have other
things occupying our time and en
ergy. So in the short term the U.S
will make sure the conflict stays qui
et. But pressure for a solution will
be building and by the time the ter
rorist conflict has subsided, the
Arab/Israeli situation will be top on
the agenda.

Do you think we will?
I'm really optimistic that it may hap
pen this time, because for the first
time we have had a real shock at
home. And I was encouraged that
we didn't do anything rash imme
diately after the terrorist attack.

Do you think the Mitchell Plan is
the best answer?

How important is it that President
Bush gets results in terms of defeat
ing terrorism?
I believe we are talking about a phe
nomenon that is far more complex
politically than many people realize,
encompassing separatist move
ments and groups not in favor with
the United States. It will be extreme
ly difficult to address this in a glo
bal way without alienating impor
tant players in world politics such
as Russia and China. It will be a chal
lenge for the Bush administration to
show balance because to keep the in
ternational environment harmoni
ous he is going to have to do things
that are unpopular in this country.
And to keep this country satisfied,
he has to do things that are unpop
ular internationally

Can you give an example of that?

Well, let's look at the United Na
tions. It's important internationally
that we pay our dues to the U.N. But
here in the U.S. there is a good deal
of anti-U.N. sentiment and not a lot
of strong support for paying those
dues.
Here's another example. We are
pushing now for more security and
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more stringent visa regulations.
How is that going to affect our rela
tions with other countries7 Are we
*
going to put strict security measures
on our borders yet still expect Amer
icans to be treated differently over
seas? And we cannot just close up
our borders without having our
economy affected—it's such a glo
balized world now. And if the econ
omy worsens, that will have politi
cal implications. So there are all
these contradictions and President
Bush will have to walk a tightrope.
Speaking of tightropes, do you
think recent events will now
change the U.S. approach to the
Arab/Israeli conflict?
I think U.S./Israeli relations will
have to change. More and more, the
United States will have to act with
in a big picture that is a coalition
rather than just bilaterally. In the
long term the solution to the conflict
between Israel and the Palestinians

Both the Mitchell Plan and U.N. res
olutions 242 and 336 call for the
withdrawal of Israeli forces to the
boundaries prior to the 1967 war
And it requires an international or
ganization of Jerusalem for a short
period of time This is the best solu
tion It will require United Nations
involvement and a major commit
ment of resources from the U.S. So
my hope is that the United States be
comes an umbrella for mediation
and peacekeeping—but in an objec
tive way—rewarding the side that
keeps the peace and punishing the
side that doesn't.
>

You have a new book advocating a
holistic approach to our policy in
the Middle East. Would you ex
plain that approach for us?

The idea came from my experiences
in Jordan and Egypt. What I discov
ered there was that intellectuals and
academics in that part of the world
do not have many contacts or net
works outside the region. Not in the
way that we do with Europe and
Russia. So I became involved in sev
eral workshops and gatherings We
talked about several issues of impor
tance to the Middle East—that Mid
dle Easterners be addressed as a

whole rather than country by coun
try. Rather than asking, "What is im
portant to Egypt?" we should ask,
"What issues are important to the
Arab world?"

“So my hope is that

the United States
becomes an umbrella

What are those issues?
I

I

The first one, of course, is the Arab/
Israeli peace process. This is the ma
jor issue in the Moslem world. An
other one we talked about is the
growing divide between oil-produc
ing and nonoil-producing Arab
countries. There is a perception in
the West that all these countries are
rich, but that isn't the case. So, eco
nomically, taking a holistic approach
means reevaluating the issues of
wealth, distribution of wealth, and
investment of the wealth. In terms
of social issues the status of women
is extremely important. And there is
a great divide in views of women in
the Islamic world. In Egypt and Jor
dan, for example, women are very
much liberated. They are encour
aged to pursue education, they hold
important jobs, and although their
overall rights may be limited, at least
they have the same rights as men in
pursuing economic opportunities.
In other countries, governments to
tally control women to appease the
Moslem fundamentalists. In Saudi
Arabia women cannot drive, they
cannot vote, they have absolutely no
rights. The status of women is a fo
cus of contention in the region.
Does it affect relations between Is
lamic countries?

Yes. For example, in Saudi Arabia
it's a question of political authority.
Empowerment of women threatens
political authority. The government
has to continually justify why wom
en can't vote because in other Mos
lem countries like Egypt and Jordan
women can vote. It leads to tension
between some of these countries.

for mediation and
peacekeeping—but

in an objective
way—rewarding the
side that keeps the

peace and
punishing the side
that doesn't."
It seems odd that there would be
such a great disparity in the treat
ment of women in Moslem coun
tries.
It's interpretation. One sect of Islam
has an interpretation that sees wom
en as second class citizens. They are
not allowed to perform roles that
men traditionally perform—in eco
nomics, politics, etc. Then another
sect views women as important con
tributors to society—even to the ex
tent where we have had women
prime ministers in Pakistan and Tur
key.
Are there other social factors that
are important?

One thing we are focusing on is ed
ucation and higher education. We
are looking at how students and stu
dent movements have been affect
ed by modernization. Governments
in the Middle East encourage peo
ple to go to universities now. Yet

what universities do to those young
people is affecting social change.
The students' thinking changes and
they move to the forefront of politi
cal action. So universities in the Mid
dle East have some of the most ac
tive student movements. But in
some countries, such as Egypt, stu
dent organizations are controlled by
a moderate fundamentalist group
called Moslem Brotherhood. They
breed more fundamentalism. Inter
estingly, many supporters of Mos
lem Brotherhood are women. They
see westernization as a threat to fam
ily values.
In Kuwait and other Persian Gulf
countries, there is a strong student
movement toward what they call
"expertise independence." Students
are pushing their societies to become
more technologically advanced.
Most all of the students are on-line
and the impact of the Internet is af
fecting their decisions.
What is the ultimate goal?

We want one culture to take into ac
count the other culture's viewpoint.
That's what we mean by holistic. To
ward that end we have people writ
ing articles about American foreign
policy from a U.S. perspective and
others writing from a Middle East
perspective. It's important to under
stand how other people think and
perceive things. Just look at the U.S.
and the Middle East. Our govern
ment is very much involved, but, in
contrast, people are not involved.
That's our goal—to increase com
munications and understanding of
the other side's point of view. It's a
big project, supported in part by
some funds from the Ford Founda
tion. We will be getting together for
workshops in Jordan and Lebanon
in the next two years and eventual
ly we're going to try to put every
thing together in a book.
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Shawn Walsh:1955-2001
How do you pay proper tribute to a man who has meant so much to a sport, to a
university, and to the hundreds of Black Bear hockey alumni he coached? So many
stones have been written, so many sincere words have been expressed about Shawn
Walsh since he lost his inspirational battle with cancer on September 24. We could
find nothing that more succinctly captured the enduring impact Shawn had on all
those he worked with than this heartfelt letter from New York Islanders' assistant
coach Greg Cronin '90G Greg served as Shawn's assistant from 1988-93 and as the
Black Bears' interim coach during the 1995-96 season.

have been quietly climbing the hockey coaching ranks over the last six years—after serving
as the Black Bears' interim coach in Shawn Walsh's absence during the 1995-96 season. I have
never worked with a more talented coach and I've worked with some good ones— Mike
Milbury, Al Arbor, Butch Goring, Jeff Jackson, Dave Peterson, Lou Vairo, Lome Henning, and
now Peter Laviolette. None could match Shawn's talents and I told him so several times.
I had a bit of a love-hate relationship with Shawn during the 15 years I knew him—but over the
last two years I enjoyed more quality conversations with him than in all the previous 13—balanced,
healthy chats about life. He had evolved into a unique person, with a depth and sensitivity that I
never thought possible.
He was my hero and he didn't even know it. I was a city kid with a chip on my shoulder, searching
for my lot in life when he gave me the graduate assistant position in the spring of 1988. I was ex
tremely rough around the edges, yet he recognized a talent in me that he helped harness into a suc
cessful coaching career. I resented him for being tough on me and being so demanding on everyone
he worked with. But he had a vision of success that he wanted everyone around him to share in and
he would go to every extreme to make you see it too. That's what made him unique. He could trans
fer his dreams to all those in his circle—always recruiting people into his world without you actually
knowing it. It was magical.
<
I cried so hard while I was writing him a letter just before he died, feeling shocked that he was
leaving us. He was invincible in my mind. I was sure his energy and passion would get him through
yet another seemingly insurmountable trial.
Mike Milbury told me four years ago that the key to coaching was getting into a player's heart and
soul—that they don't care if you were an NHL all-star or a multimillionaire, they just want to know
that you care about them as people and that you know enough about hockey to give them direction.
He was talking about believability and conviction. Shawn had it; that's why he was so special.
He was also tough as nails. And by that I mean he was fearless. That fearlessness and toughness
were manifested in his conviction to be the best, and he would never back down from that convic
tion. I am honored to have been an assistant to Shawn for five great years. But I'm even more honored
to have shared some of life's most bitter and painful adversities with him—his divorce and coaching
suspension and my separation and restructuring. In life's most fragile moments you can discover
honor and character. I was blessed to have learned what dignity, honor, and class are by watching
Shawn battle through his most painful moments—always optimistic, never wavering in his convic
tion to succeed. He will never die in my heart and mind. I carry a big piece of him every time I step
out onto the ice for practice and every time I coach a player. He was the best.

Greg Cronin
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Walking
In Space
I

Ever since she attended Space Camp

1

.•

at the age of 12, Old Town native

Bridget Ziegelaar Johnson '96
dreamed of being involved in space

exploration. Now, at the tender age
of 27, she's a project manager for
NASA's space walk program.
A
•V

I

By Dick Broom
All photographs courtesy of NASA
I
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ne of the most popu
lar shows in the early
years of television
was "What's My
Line?" Every Sunday
evening, people with unusual occu
pations would come on the show,
and a panel of celebrities would try
to guess what they did for a living.
It's too bad "What's My Line?"
isn't still on the air because Bridget
Ziegelaar Johnson '96 would be a
terrific contestant. Her job is coor
dinator of space walks for NASA's
space shuttle mission scheduled for
November 2002. She is in charge of
all the preparations for the mission's
two space walks, including training
the crew and making sure they have
the right tools and equipment.
"It's exciting because there are so
many different players involved, not
just the astronauts, and I'm respon
sible for pulling all the pieces to
gether," Johnson says.
That's pretty impressive for
someone who is only 27.
Johnson grew up in Old Town,
Maine, and her mother and grand
parents still live there. Her father is
a former manager of Bangor Inter
national Airport.
Johnson says that, for as long as
she can remember, she has been in
terested in the space program and
"dreamed of working for NASA or
being associated with the space in
dustry in some way."
When she was 12, she saw a comedy/adventure movie called
SpaceCamp in which a group of teen
agers at the U.S. Space Camp acci
dentally get launched into space.
There are real Space Camps, run by
NASA, where youngsters from
across the country spend a week
learning about space exploration,
getting up-close looks at spacecraft,
and using simulators to fly mock
shuttle missions.
"The movie made it sound like
fun, so I looked into it, and I actu
ally went to Space Camp when I was
in the seventh grade," she says.

O
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She enjoyed it so much that she
went back the following year. Then,
after she graduated from high school,
she went back again for the advanced
level of Space Camp, "just to make
sure I was still interested."
When it came to choosing a col
lege, Johnson looked no farther than
Orono because, "I knew I wanted to
study engineering, and UMaine has
a good program." She graduated
with a degree in mechanical engi
neering and a 3.9 GPA
"I knew that by getting this degree
I would have the background I
needed," she said "The program re
ally prepared me to do well "
In 1999 she earned a master's de
gree in science, technology, and pub
lic policy with a concentration in eco
nomics at George Washington Uni
versity. As part of a fellowship with
George Washington's Space Policy
Institute, she interned at NASA head
quarters in Washington, D.C., work
ing three days a week as a research
assistant
"It was a great experience," she
says, "and it got my foot in the door
at NASA."
Johnson spent one summer dur
ing graduate school working in the
Space Station International Partners
Office at the Johnson Space Center in
Houston She was part of a team as
signed to make sure American-built
components and Russian-built com
ponents of the International Space
Station were compatible
Her first full-time position with
NASA was as a space station thermal
systems controller. Part of her job in
volved sitting at a console in Mission
Control—the big room familiar to
every American who grew up watch
ing spacecraft launches—where she
monitored the complex systems that
control temperatures inside the space
station.
Last April, Johnson was named a
project manager for extra vehicular
activities (EVAs), commonly known
as space walks. She was put in charge
of EVAs for the November 2002 shut
tle mission to the space station,
which is in permanent earth orbit.
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the space station. The suitcase will
contain samples of nearly 1,000 dif
ferent materials including various
types of metals, plastics, natural fi
bers, and synthetics These materi
als will remain outside the space sta
tion tor three years
"Then a shuttle crew will bring
them back, and scientists can see
how the different materials fared in
the harsh environment of space,"
Johnson
explains "Part of the pur
hile the shuttle is docked
pose
is
to
test various materials for
at the space station, two
use in vehicles and space suits for
members of the shuttle
crew will put on their space future
suits space exploration, such as
and "walk" outside to work missions to Mars "
"On their first EVA they will in
Among the items to be left out
stall a maintenance platfoim on the
side the space station are plant seeds
space station airlock," Johnson says
When they are retrieved in three
"The platform is basically a big stor
years, scientists can find out how
age area that will have spare parts
well they grow after having been in
and pieces of equipment on it
space for so long.
That's so, if anything on the station
The first space walk is expected
should fail in the future, the crew
to take about six hours On their sec
can go to the platform and get a
ond EVA, the astronauts will install
spare."
two camera mounts on the exterior
The space walkers also will re
of the space shuttle and then install
trieve scientific experiments that are
a camera on one of the mounts. A
currently outside the space station
second camera will be installed on a
and will replace them with new ex
later flight.
periments. The astronauts will at
"Several other tasks have been
tach something that looks like an
proposed for the second EVA,"
opened suitcase to the exterior of
Johnson says. "It is currently schedThe space shuttle named Atlantis
will fly the mission
"This w ill be what is known as a
crew rotation flight," Johnson says.
"Se\en crew members will go up,
and three of them will replace the
space station crew that will have
been there for their three-month
stay Those three will come back
home."
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uled to last three hours but likely
affect the space walks, we have to
and it really is exciting."
will exceed five hours once all the
make adjustments."
"If I had known when I was
tasks are defined."
Johnson says she works directly
younger that I would be doing this,
Hundreds of people are working
with the astronauts almost every
I would have been ecstatic," she
on different aspects of the two space
day.
says. "I feel very fortunate that I'm
walks—planning every minute de
"It's fun and exciting to talk with
actually getting to do it."
tail and preparing the astronauts.
the crew members who are actually
Johnson's husband, Chris, also
But it will be Johnson who stands in
going to be doing the space walks."
works at NASA, as a space vehicle
front of NASA's top brass at the
All of the astronauts have indi
design engineer. The Johnsons live
Kennedy Space Center at Cape
vidual trainers to help them with
on the outskirts of Houston with
Canaveral the day before the launch
specific tasks. But if a bigger issue
their two dogs.
and reports: "EVA is ready to go "
or question arises, they come to
"I love animals and would prob
Immediately after the launch, she
Johnson.
ably have 100 dogs if I could,"
will return to Houston.
"Say they're having trouble get
Johnson says.
"If everything goes
Most Saturdays
well during the shuttle
she spends five or six
flight, I really won't be
"It takes a lot of coordination to make hours volunteering
doing much," she says.
at an animal shelter,
sure everything gets done that needs
"But if there are prob
walking dogs, clean
lems, I will be the liai
ing cages, and show
to be done in order to make the
son between program
ing animals to people
management
and
who are interested in
space walks successful. That
whatever group is ex
adopting them.
periencing the trouble
"I do pretty much
includes training the crew, seeing
and help them get it
whatever is needed,"
solved."
she says. "But it's es
that they have the right hardware
Johnson says it isn't
pecially fulfilling if I
uncommon for NASA
can
walk a dog and
and tools to do the job, and making
program managers to
give it some attention
make changes in the
it wouldn't other
sure everything fits together."
tasks they want the
wise have."
crew to perform, even
To keep in shape,
after the mission is un
Johnson runs every
der way. If that happens during the
ting a certain piece of hardware to
day—usually with her dogs—and
November 2002 flight, she will be
work correctly and they want to
plays tennis and soccer She is on
involved in seeing that all the nec
have it tested some more I would
three different soccer teams.
essary adjustments are made
try to set up the tests," she says. "We
Like many people at NASA, es
"If management decides they
make sure everything works the
pecially those who work closely
want pictures taken of something,
way it should and that the crew is
with the astronauts, Johnson is of
for example, I will work with the op
satisfied and ready to go "
ten asked if she ever thinks about
erations people in Mission Control
For example, the two astronauts
going into space herself. Would she
and have them relay new instruc
who will perform the space walks
someday like to be a crew member
tions to the crew," she explains.
have recently been testing the device
for a space shuttle mission?
But all of that is still a year away.
they will use to attach the storage
"Of course," she says. "That has
What happens between now and
platform to the space station. They
always been a dream of mine. If they
then?
have been doing this work in a pool
asked me tomorrow, I definitely
"It takes a lot of coordination to
because the buoyancy of water sim
wouldn't turn them down. But I
make sure everything gets done that
ulates the weightlessness of space.
know what it takes to be selected as
needs to be done in order to make
Johnson says that as she goes
an astronaut, you usually need to
the space walks successful," she
about her work every day, focusing
have a Ph.D. And I'm not ready to
says. "That includes training the
on the tasks at hand, she doesn't
make the commitment to go back to
crew, seeing that they have the right
think of her job as being particular
school at this point."
hardware and tools to do the job,
ly special or out of the ordinary. But
But she certainly isn't ruling it
and making sure everything fits to
every now and then she realizes:
out, she says.
gether. And when changes are made
"Wow, this is the kind of opportuni
"It's always in the back of my
in other aspects of the mission that
ty that most people will never have,
mind."
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Whatever his
assignment,
National Public
Radio's veteran
correspondent
Brian Naylor '79
digs deep to
enlighten
listeners.

t's a voice that's instantly rec
ognizable to National Public
Radio (NPR) listeners. For
two decades Brian Naylor '79
has provided in-depth coverage of
national politics and world events.
He was NPR's White House corre
spondent during the Reagan era and
later covered the United States Con
gress for almost 10 years. He was
heard filing reports from London
during the Gulf War, from Jerusalem
in the aftermath of the Temple
Mount shooting, and from Seoul
during the 1988 Olympics. Most re
cently, Naylor has been a mainstay
on public radio, reporting on the
million people a week listen to
September 11 terrorist attacks and
NPR's "All Things Considered,"
the subsequent investigations sur
"Morning Edition," or "Weekend
rounding it.
Edition."
And those reports reach a signif
Blessed with a natural radio voice
icant segment of the American pop
and possessing a strong interest in
ulation. It's estimated that over 13

I

news, Naylor knew early on that he
wanted to get into broadcasting. A
native of Pound Ridge, New York,
he first attended the University of
Connecticut but left because it didn't
have broadcast journalism
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As Naylor was looking for a
school to transfer to, he remembered
how much he had enjoyed his child
hood vacations in Maine. He looked
into the University of Maine and dis
covered it did have a broadcast jour
nalism degree. That sealed the deal.
"It turned out to be a good deci
sion," Naylor says. "Within a month
of coming to Maine I started getting
the chance to work at the campus
radio station, WMEB."
During his recent visit to campus
moderate a panel discussion for
Stephen King Day, he returned to the
WMEB studios.
"It seems to be much the same
now as it was when I was here," he
said. "It was really free-form radio—
if you had an idea you could run
with it."
In addition to a music program,
Naylor started anchoring an
evening news program called the
"Weekday Report."
"We kind of had our own news
magazine going," Naylor recalls. "I
anchored the news, a grad student
friend of mine did commentary, and
a couple of other students did sports
and weather."
Naylor says his only regret might
be that he put too much of his time
and energy into broadcast courses
and learning about radio produc
tion.
"I wish I had taken more history
and political science courses," he
says. "But that's a small regret. Eve
rything turned out pretty well for
me.
During his senior year, Naylor
had the opportunity to work at a
local radio station in Bangor. In that
position he learned the ropes by cov
ering school board and city council
meetings.
Following graduation he gained
more experience by covering legis
lative news in Augusta and also
worked for a short time at a radio
station in Lewiston.
Naylor joined the public radio
family in 1979 when he was offered
a job at the NPR affiliate station
WOSU in Columbus, Ohio. In 1982

he applied for an opening at NPR in
Washington and much to his delight
and surprise, got the job.
After almost 20 years with NPR,
Naylor says that the most gratifying
part of his work is being allowed the
time to do in-depth news stories and
profiles.
"We have two daily news pro
grams that are both two hours long,
so there is quite an outlet for us
there," he says. "Our feature length
pieces can be up to eight minutes
long. We don't have to deal with
sound bites. We can deal in complete
thoughts and complete sentences. I
think that is why we have such loy
al listeners. News on commercial
radio seems to be all but extinct. And
the little that does exist is mostly of
the five-minute headline variety."

were destroyed by partisan politics.
"I immediately think of Bob Liv
ingston of Louisiana," Naylor says.
"He was very conservative but also
a very good, straightforward politi
cian. It was sad to watch him resign
the day the House decided to im
peach Bill Clinton because of the sto
ries about Livingston's own extra
marital affairs."
Naylor regrets the current em
phasis on examining politicians' pri
vate lives. He thinks it is driven, in
part, by the growing number of ca
ble news programs that are on 24
hours a day and are always desper
ate for programming.
Of the hundreds of politicians
Naylor has come to know, there's
none he admires more than Maine's
own George Mitchell.
"He's a man of substance, who
was always honest and straight with
aylor notes that NPR's
the press," Naylor says. "He was
listeners are generally
also very partisan, but he had prin
very well educated.
ciples he believed in and fought for."
That's reflected in the
Naylor now covers the mid-Atfact that public radio newslantic
showsregion for National Public
are especially popular in university
Radio. That responsibility placed
communities.
him right in the thick of coverage of
"We have a large listenership in
the September 11 terrorist attack. He
areas where people are interested in
says it's been both a logistical and
getting good information without
an emotional challenge. But he adds
the hype and hysteria," he says. "We
that being forced to cover such a
provide thoughtful journalism and
tragedy has a beneficial side.
conversation. It's a real treat to be
"In a way, being a journalist is
associated with that."
almost therapeutic when something
But Naylor's many years of cov
like this happens because you can
ering the nation's capital have left
indulge your obsession about gath
him a bit weary of partisan politics.
ering every possible bit of informa
"What I've seen in my years in
tion. And you have to talk about it
Washington is a polarization be
in depth—it's your job, so you're
tween the political right and the po
forced to deal with it. I think you
litical left," he says. "There's not
also find solace in being well in
much of a middle anymore. Of
formed and trying to explain what
course all that has changed since
is happening to your audience."
September 11. There is a real sense
As possible future terrorist acts
of urgency in the capital now. The
dominate the news, Naylor is con
congressional leaders have really
cerned about any moves to modify
worked hard to put aside the petti
civil liberties or to stifle dissent.
ness and work for the common
"I've covered a few town meet
good. But it's hard to say whether
ings since the attack and I've heard
or not it will last. I certainly hope
people express their willingness to
so."
give up their liberties to fight terror
Naylor says he has known a lot
ism," he says. "It seems to me those
of good people in Congress who
liberties are what we're fighting for."
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Cracking the
Glass Ceiling
Out of the 4,000 thoracic surgeons in the
United States, less than 100 are women. But
that hasn’t stopped Hollings Cancer Center
director, Dr. Carolyn Reed ’72, from rising
to the top of her field.
By Dottie Ashley
Photograph by Brad Nettles

is viewing results from radiology
ou might think a pall
that reveal a patient has lung can
would hang in the air
when you enter the office
cer.
The surgeon, now 50, who won a
of Dr. Carolyn Reed '72.
thoracic
She must deal daily with deadly
dis surgical oncology fellow
ship to the venerable Memorial
ease in her dual roles as thoracic sur
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center,
geon and director of the Hollings
Cancer Center at the Medical Uni
doesn't beat around the bush.
versity of South Carolina.
She's a straight-talking Maine
But, instead, you can't help but
Yankee, and, on this morning,
smile.
speaking firmly into the telephone
Occupying one shelf, alongside a
to a colleague, says, "This is absurd;
volume titled "Thoracic Oncology,"
the system is making us do unnec
is a large green jar with the words
essary procedures."
"Male Sensitivity Pills" printed on
Accustomed to changing the sys
the label.
tem and cracking glass ceilings,
"I doubt if that endears me to my
Reed is one of 4,000 practicing
male colleagues," says Reed with a
cardiothoracic surgeons in the
laugh. Wearing her white doctor's
United States, of which only two
coat over a lilac blouse, she buzzes
percent are female.
around the office, filling it with en
And she is the only female tho
ergy and optimism, even when she
racic surgeon practicing in South

Y
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Carolina, according to state figures.
Although Reed, who is single,
has cut back to a degree on the num
ber of surgeries she performs since
taking over as director of the
Hollings Cancer Center last August,
she is still very involved with her
first love. She worries that more
women don't enter the thoracic sur
gery arena.
"It's true more women are get
ting into medicine, but not really
into surgery and especially thoracic
surgery," she says, noting that when
she graduated from the University
of Rochester School of Medicine in
1977, only 10 percent of those in

medical school residencies were
women. Today, that figure is close
to 50 percent. But she points out that
only about five percent of the residents-in-training in the field of tho
racic surgery are women.
"It's clearly a male-dominated
field," she says. "For example, I use
the nurses' locker room at MUSC
because there is no locker room for
female surgeons. But it doesn't
bother me a bit because I respect
nurses and view them as colleagues,
not as handmaidens."
"The Heart is an Organ to Pump
Blood to the Esophagus" are the
words mounted on a plaque in

Reed's office, indicative of
her fascination with the
chest portion of the hu
man body.
"I perform operations
involving lung and
esophageal cancer," says
Reed, who assumed the
position of professor of
surgery at MUSC in 1985.
Always interested in
science when attending
high school in rural
Maine, Reed became
aware of the devastating
effects of cancer when her
father died of the disease
when only in his 40s. At
the time, she was a fresh
man at the University of
Maine, where she gradu
ated in 1972 as valedicto
rian of the class.
She then went on to the
University of Rochester
School of Medicine, where
she received her medical
degree in 1977, graduat
ing with honors and dis
tinction in research.
However, after work
ing in research with her
mentor who was a spe
cialist in leukemia, she
learned that she vastly
preferred to work with patients than
in a lab.
/
"I love my patients," she says. "It
has been said that doctors should
keep a professional distance, but
many of my patients have become
my friends. The day that I don't cry
in my car on the way home when I
have lost a patient is the day I will
quit."
And in the past, she encountered
some who encouraged her to quit.
When she was a resident in gen
eral surgery in 1982 at New York
Hospital-Cornell Medical Center in
New York City, Reed was told by the

center's leading teaching surgeon,
"Women only belong in the kitchen
and the bedroom."
"Do you think I liked operating
with him after hearing that?" she
asked rhetorically. "I told him I
didn't agree with him, but then I
went right ahead and learned every
single thing I could from him, be
cause he was a brilliant man.
"And I think I eventually earned
his respect because I ended up be
ing the chief resident that year."
She also faced other adversities.
When she first arrived at New York
Hospital, someone referred to her as
"that poor intern." She later learned
it was because normally the thoracic
surgery floor has two interns, but
this time it would have only one. She
was expected to work every night,
often going two nights straight with
out sleep.
But the only time she almost gave
up was when she had returned to
New York Hospital for two years of
cardiothoracic surgery after work
ing at Memorial Sloan-Kettering. "I
lived across the street from the hos
pital where they had apartments for
the staff, and after I had worked two
days without sleep, I was finally
sleeping in my scrubs. At 2:00 a.m.,
the phone rang. I had to get over
there. When I ran out into that
empty street I was crying because I
thought, I just can't do it. I just can't.
"But then I did it, and I saw what
you can do when you are dedicated,
when you really love what you do.
And to see the immediate, positive
results of surgery is my favorite
thing in the world," she says on this
rainy morning as she prepares to
operate once more, hoping to give
one more cancer patient a chance at
life.
Story and photograph courtesy of The
Post and Courier, Charleston, South
Carolina.
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Qffnnual Fund Phonathon

Students helping UMaine..
Yimeng Ding is a junior Psychology major at UMaine. She is an international
student from Beijing, China and likes to joke with alumni on the phone that
she has lived in Orono her entire life. One of the things she enjoys most about
Phonathon is meeting new friends. Talking to alumni from around the coun
try is helping Yimeng improve her English. She is saving her earnings so she
can move onto campus next year.
Yimeng Ding

Matt Stanford is a sophomore Digital Art major at UMaine. This is his first
semester at Phonathon and he enjoys hearing all the fun stories and recollec
tions that alumni share with him. Matt is a true fan of music - he plays in two
bands - and is truly multi-talented. Not only does he sing, but he plays
guitar, piano, saxaphone and bass!
Matt Stanford

Each semester, the Alumni Association employs 30-40 UMaine students at the Phonathon.
While their primary purpose is to foster alumni relations and request your support for the Annual
Alumni Fund, the student callers also contact alumni about upcoming regional UMAA events and
encourage attendance at Admissions receptions. The Alumni Association Phonathon is a great
resource for UMaine and we are proud of the enthusiasm these students have for UMaine.
>

When you receive a call from Yimeng, Matt or one of our other callers, please consider
making an unrestricted gift to support the many programs and scholarships supported by the
UMaine Alumni Association for the benefit of the University of Maine. And, if you ask, Matt
might sing the Stein Song for you.
\

If you have already given to the Annual Alumni Fund this fiscal year (July 1, 2001 ~ June
30, 2002), THANK YOU! Your support enhances the Alumni Association’s mission to support
excellence at the University of Maine. If you have not given, please consider doing so today.

On line at www.mainealumni.com or toll-free 1-800-934-2586

^"/hankyou foryour support!

Alumni Newsmakers

ry Johnson '68 Attains
Navy's Highest Rank
By Beurmond Banville
hen Aroostook County
native, Gregory G.
Johnson, graduated
from the university in
1968 and joined the U.S. Navy, the
only stars he knew about were the
ones that shined in the evening sky.
This fall, the 32-year military vet
eran received his fourth star and
became an admiral in the United
States Navy.
With his fourth star, the highest
naval rank achievable outside a de
clared wartime situation, Johnson,
55, will become commander of both
the United States Naval Forces of
Europe and the Regional Command
South.
He is currently stationed in Italy
U.S. Senator Susan Collins, a na
cal science in 1968 from the Univer
tive of Caribou and a member of the
sity of Maine. He had been accepted
Senate Armed Services Committee,
into law school, but military service
signed the official documents for
changed all that.
Johnson's promotion at the end of
September.
Following Aviation Officer Can
didate School, Johnson was commis
"This is a particularly proud mo
sioned in 1969 and designated a na
ment for everyone in Aroostook
val aviator in 1970. He graduated
County," she said in a press release
from the Naval War College with
issued after she signed the docu
high
distinction in 1975.
ments. "As one who also grew up
in Aroostook County and graduated
Early in his career, Johnson flew
from Caribou High School, I'm so
tactical jet aircraft, accumulating
4,800 hours of flight time and 1,100
pleased to have participated in this
momentous event in his life."
carrier landings. He also has com
Johnson was raised on his par
manded several aircraft squadrons
ents' farm in Westmanland, which
and battle groups.
has a population of 65 residents.
His decorations and awards in
A graduate of Westmanland and
clude: the Defense Distinguished
New Sweden elementary schools
Service Medal, Defense Superior
and Caribou High School, Johnson
Service Medal, Legion of Merit with
earned a bachelor's degree in politi
two gold stars, Defense Meritorious

W

Service Medal, Meritorious Ser
vice Medal with two gold stars,
Air Medal, Navy Commenda
tion Medal, Navy Achievement
Medal, the Sea Service Deploy
ment Ribbon with one silver
star; and various service and
campaign awards.
When he was the com
mencement speaker at North
ern Maine Technical College in
May 2000, Johnson was the se
nior military assistant to thenDefense Secretary William S.
Cohen.
He told the graduating stu
dents and their families they
"have many layers of family
that care about you. I'm very
proud of my heritage, very
proud of where I came from."
Johnson's mother, Carolyn
Johnson of Brunswick, said last year
that her son was always active. Af
ter school, Johnson worked for farm
ers, delivered furniture, and per
formed other jobs to earn money for
college.
Although the family farm has
been sold and Johnson's immediate
family has moved outside The
County, he continues to keep up
with hometown happenings by re
ceiving clips from Caribou's weekly
newspaper and taking the time to
ask about old classmates and rela
tives still in northern Maine.
The admiral isn't the only
UMaine graduate in his household.
His wife, Joy Jewett Johnson, is vice
president of the Class of 1968.

Story courtesy of the Bangor
Daily News.
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Daniel Wathen '61
leaves Maine
Supreme Judicial
Court to run for
governor
Daniel Wathen '61 surprised just
about everyone in the state of Maine
in early October by announcing he
was resigning as chief justice of the
Maine Supreme Judicial Court to
run for governor. He will enter the
race as a Republican.
In his press conference, the
former chief justice said he had
thought about running for governor
before the events of September 11,
but that the devastation on that day
made him realize how fleeting life's
opportunities are.
If Wathen is successful in win
ning the Republican nomination he
would likely face another Universi
ty of Maine alumnus, current Maine
congressman, John Baldacci '86.
Although he has never been di
rectly involved in politics, Wathen
cited his 24 years of experience on
the courts dealing with social issues
and public safety as making him
prepared for the state's top office.
"I know how to set priorities,"
Wathen said. "I have a proven
record in leadership in managing
the third branch of Maine's govern
ment."
The judge also noted that he
gained experience in economic de
velopment while in private law
practice, prior to his appointment to
the bench.
Wathen will travel the state in the
coming months to obtain greater
insight into the issues confronting
Maine voters He will also begin as
sembling a campaign committee.
Information courtesy of the Bangor
Daily News.
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Virginia Manuel '70 with Senator (then First Lady) Hillary Clinton at a Vital
Voices Global Partnership conference in Stormont, Northern Ireland, in 1999.

Virginia Manuel '70
helping in economic
recovery of Northern
Ireland
When Virginia Manuel '70 served as
a senior advisor and special assis
tant in the International Trade Ad
ministration of the U.S. Department
of Commerce from 1994 to 2001, she
worked with four different com
merce secretaries on economic ini
tiatives to support the Northern Ire
land peace process.
During that period Manuel also
worked closely with First Lady
Hillary Clinton and Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright to orga
nize a Vital Voices Global Partner
ship conference in Northern Ireland
to promote leadership roles for
women in business and public ser
vice.
Now as a private consultant,
Manuel is continuing her interest in
helping Northern Ireland. Drawing

on her experience and ties to the re
gion, she provides strategic counsel
in the areas of business develop
ment and community and economic
development, primarily to U S and
Northern Ireland private sector and
government organizations. Just re
cently she took on the role of sup
porting the Northern Ireland gov
ernment in an international conference in Washington next year
Manuel also remains a private
advisor to the Vital Voices Global
Partnership which covers about 60
countries in the world
I

Deane Stern '67
creates magic toy that
makes words float
on air
Deane Stern '67 has long had the gift
of drawing people's attention. Now
he's passing that gift on to others.
Stern, a magician, and his partner,

Hal Myers, a stage illusionist, are
the creators of the Skyliner. The toy
resembles noisemakers used at par
ties, but when swung around, it re
veals one of 10 prerecorded messag
es, such as "Let's Party," "Happy
Birthday," and "Go For It." It also
can be programmed with three per
sonalized messages
Now the sleek, black Skyliner can
be found nationwide at Spencer
Gifts, Hallmark, Learning Express,
and Zany Brainy stores, along with
theme parks including Disneyland,
Disney World, and Universal Stu
dios. Stern expects to sell a half-million Skyliners this year.
He said orders have come in
from around the globe, including
Australia, New Zealand, China, Is
rael, Singapore, and most of Europe.
The device is drawing consider
able ink, including articles in up
coming issues of Money and Playboy
magazines. It retails for less than
$20.
The toy has thrust the Bangor
resident into the world of celebrity
as well Jay Leno demonstrated it on
the air. Sony ordered Skyliners that
spelled out "Willenmum" to pro
mote Will Smith's most recent al
bum.
The Skyliner allows Stern to con
tinue his lifelong love of magic. He
started teaching himself tricks as a
child, but his real education began
in Los Angeles's Magic Castle,
where he learned from Dai Vernon,
considered the guru of magic
He founded a company, Corpo
rate Program Development, which
specialized in using magic as an at
tention-getting device for corpora
tions. In 1995 Stern moved back to
Maine and began developing his
Skyliner idea.
Inside the Skyliner, a microchip
controls a column of eight LED
lights that, as they move, blink out
patterns that look like words. Be
cause of the principle known as

Richard
Martell ’79
takes command
of 157th Air
Refueling Wing
Colonel Richard Martell
'79 had an interesting de
scription of his first
months as the new com
Photo courtesy of Foster's Daily Democrat.
mander of the 157th Air
Refueling Wing.
"Have you ever sat down and tried to drink from a fire hydrant while
it's fully open?" he joked.
Martell, 45, assumed command of the 157th in May. The group flies
and maintains a fleet of KC-135R stratotanker jets at Pease Air Nation
al Guard base in eastern New Hampshire.
The 157th is preparing for a one-month foreign deployment in De
cember, when the group is scheduled to go to Turkey as part of the
patrol operations over the "no-fly-zone" in Iraq. By next May, the 157th
is also scheduled to deploy to France, to support the "no-fly-zone"
over Bosnia.
By late October it was unclear how extensively the war on terror
ism would affect that scheduled deployment to Turkey. Seventy-eight
members of the 157th have already been ordered overseas to take part
in Operation Enduring Freedom. Martell said he is frustrated that he
was not assigned to accompany those members of his unit.
But there is also plenty to keep the 157th busy at home. The wing is
undergoing a federal performance inspection, which occurs every five
years.
Martell said only 40 percent of the people under his command work
for the Guard full time. The rest must juggle their other full-time jobs,
but are always ready in a crisis. (From a story by Brad Morin, Foster's
Daily Democrat.)
i

"persistence of vision," the human
eye doesn't see the individual lights
but instead perceives a lingering
image of letters and words that ap
pear to float in the air.
Stern has concentrated on plac
ing the toy in specialty shops rather
than mass marketers such as WalMart, Target, and Kmart.
"They don't have the time to per
sonally (demonstrate) the product,"
he explained.

Stern is working with Rick Ea
son, a University of Maine profes
sor, to employ his persistence-of-vision patent in a new product now
with his company's engineers in
Hong Kong.
"We feel it could be hotter than
the Skyliner," he predicted.

From a story by Dale McGarrigle,
Bangor Daily News.
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SETTLING
Poems by Patricia Smith Ranzoni
'62, '76G, '91G
Puckerbrush Press, 2000

Ranzoni,
a
Brewer native,
has written a
book of poetry
which com
bines histori
cal informa
tion and mis
conceptions
pertaining to
being "from eleven generations of
life in Maine territory...." She uses
details in her poems that reflect her
knowledge of 17th century writings
of colonists and untangles miscon
ceptions of the colonization of New
England. As Leo Connellan ob
serves, she does this in a voice
"whose speech patterns she gets
down for us before they're gone...."
Here's a sample of that voice.
MANNERS
OR
SOMETHING YOU SHOULD
KNOW
IF YOU GO THERE

In Stonington Maine
fishermen and women
stand up to the world
the way they stand
to buck their motor
boats out of the harbor
before the light of day.

Face the world
the way stoning
people brace
to work rock. Try
pitting your living
against granite and The Atlantic
you'll see what they mean.
Don't block their road
when it's time to go home.

34 Maine

Ranzoni graduated from the Uni
versity in 1962 with a B.S. in educa
tion. In 1976 she earned her M.A. in
education administration and in
1991 she got her Ph.D. in counselor
education. She has also written A
Place For Me A Place To Be, A Work
book for People Who Live With Children
(1979), and Claiming; Poems (1995).
Her books can be purchased by writ
ing to: Puckerbrush Press, 76 Main
Street, Orono, ME 04473, or by call
ing 207-866-4868.

Divine Song on the Northeast
Frontier
Maine's Sacred Tunebooks, 18001830
Linda Gilbert Davenport '73
Scarecrow Press, 1996
While work
ing in gradu
ate school at
the University
of Colorado,
Davenport
was asked to
explore Maine
hymn-tune
composer,
Supply Belcher, for a music seminar
course. Further research led Daven
port back to her Maine roots and to
finally write a book about early nine
teenth century psalmodists. She
found the existence of several virtu
ally unknown composers of sacred
music and their "tunebooks"
(hymn-tune collections). Her re
search focused on context, compil
ers, and contents of all eighteen ex
tant sacred music collections com
piled in Maine between 1800 and
1830.
She used diaries, church records,
town histories, and newspapers to
establish the historical and musical
contexts in which the tunebooks
were written and used. Davenport

gives much information on various
composers and also has printed 11
complete pieces.
"Since tunes were not always
linked with a single text, they were
often assigned names which had no
relationship to the words sung with
them," she reports. "Maine town
names—such as Hallowell, Port
land, and Turner—frequently ap
pear as titles of pieces composed by
Mamers." Music scholars and lay
men interested in early American
music will find a wealth of informa
tion in this book. As Davenport says,
"Mainers and non-Mainers alike
need to become aware of this large
ly ignored musical culture .."
To purchase a book contact:
www.scarecrowpress.com.

Winter Waits
Lynn Plourde'77, '78G
Illustrated by Greg Couch
Simon & Schuster Books
for Young Readers, 2001

Maine's
Lynn Plour
de has once
again writ
ten a chil
dren's book
>
with simple
language
and a sim
ple story.
Father
Time is busy with the world while
his son, Winter, waits for him to play.
She tells her tale of Winter entertain
ing himself "painting the grass with
a frosty hue," "cutting out snow
flakes," and "carving ice sculptures
for his father to see." When Father
Time finally is done he tosses his son
high in the sky causing a winter
white blizzard. The illustrations are
first rate and convey the magic of
winter and a glimpse into what Fa-

ther Time, Mother Earth, or even
Winter might look like.
Plourde, a Skowhegan native,
lives in Winthrop. She graduated
with a B.A. in speech communica
tion and received her M.A. in 1978
She was a speech-language therapist
for 20 years, then a part-time speech
therapist in Winthrop, retiring in
1999 to write full-time.
In 1998, Plourde and her hus
band, Paul Knowles, collaborated to
create a guide to Maine literature, A
Celebration of Maine Children's Books.
Published by the University of
Maine Press, the compilation of 185
works includes concept books, an
thologies, short stories, biogra
phies, poetry, and activities It con
tains works from such well-known
authors as E B. White, Rachel Field,
Barbara Cooney, Robert McCloskey,
and Margaret Wise Brown. The
guide is a great place for parents,
teachers, and adult readers to get
reacquainted with the wonderful
variety of children's literature from
Maine
She is also the author of Wild
Child; Moose, of Couise1, and Pigs m
the Mud m the Middle of the Rud.
These books can be ordered by con
tacting- Simon & Schuster, Chil
dren's Publishing, 1230 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY 10020.

Alumni Authors
We'd like to include your
book in Alumni Bookshelf.
Send a copy of the book and
biographical information to:
Alumni Publications
Crossland Alumni Center
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04469

Corporate America's Number 1 idea man
shares his secrets with the little guys
Jump Start Your Business Brain

Win More, Lose Less, and Make
More Money
Doug Hall '81
F & W Publications
1507 Dana Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207

he backbone of American business is small business—it's re
sponsible for the majority of the new jobs, innovation, and
economic growth in the country. Corporate idea guru Doug
Hall '81 wrote this book to assist those small business owners in mak
ing better decisions. Hall shares his wisdom to teach others the sci
entific laws they need to know to "thrive" instead of merely "sur
vive" in the world of business. Hall says, "I bring you good news!
Business success is not random. There are patterns to the universe of
business. There are reproducible scientific lessons and laws that, when
applied with diligence, can help you win more, lose less, and make
more money with your new products, services, sales, and advertis
ing efforts.. Business success is dependent on three elements: 1) your
idea, 2) your passion and 3) your plan. Of these, I believe the most
important is your idea. It is from the idea that your passion flows.
When the idea is aligned with your heart and soul, your passion is a
natural. When the idea is clear, distinct and smart, crafting a busi
ness plan for successful execution is easy."
"The bottom line on Jump Start Your Business Brain—How to sell
more stuff-To more people-For more money. Read it-Live it-Take it
to the bank!" says Sergio Zyman, former chief marketing officer, The
Coca-Cola Company.
After a successful career as Proctor and Gamble's "master mar
keting inventor," Hall began his own creative consulting firm called
Richard Saunders International. He now offers creative retreats at
his Newtown, Ohio, Eureka! Ranch for major corporations such as
Disney, Kraft Foods, and AT&T.
In recent years Hall has also turned his energy toward helping
nonprofit groups, especially those that help kids. In 1998 he made
headlines when he completed an expedition to the North Pole via
dogsled to raise money and awareness for UMaine's Great Aspira
tions Program.
Hall has also written: Jump Start Your Brain (1995), Maverick Mind
set: Finding the Courage to Journey from Fear to Freedom (1997), and
Making the Courage Connection: Finding the Courage to Journey From
Fear to Freedom (1998).
To purchase a copy of Jump Start Your Business Brain contact:
www.EurckaRanch.com.
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Individuals, classes and corporations who
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acheive gifts of $25,000 or higher, will be listed
within the prestigious Leadership Hall. We are

truly grateful for their vision and leadership.

LEADERS $250,000 and above
Dr Robert D Buchanan 44 and Pearlee Buchanan
Francis “Andy” S. Andrews 42 and Dorothy J Andrews
The People of MBNA America and Friends of McIntire
Stanley C Allain 61 and Kathleen Allain in memory of
Robert W Allain & Evelyn Chase Allain

William W Ticat 40 and Vivian Treat
Warren W. Flagg ’35 and Hazel S. Flagg
The Class of 1943
The University of Maine Foundation

The
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I he
The
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Class
Class
Class
C lass
C lass

of
of
of
of
of

1950
1952
1953
1954
1965

PARTNERS $50,000- 599,999
Pamela L. Beal ’69
Dr. Paul M Beegel 42 and Barbara F Beegcl in memory of Blanche M Griscom
Lt Col. Robert C. Burgess 54 and Hildegard Burgess
Edwin L. Giddings 33 and Barbara MacKen/ie Giddings '37
Charles M Hutchins and Kelli 1 heriault Hutchins 85
James A. McBradv ’50 in honor of the McBradv Children
Edith Talbot Ness 32
Thomas W Savage ’68 and Sally B Savage
Webber Energy' Fuels - Larry' K Mahanes 51
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Class
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Class
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of
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1935
1938
1939
1940
1942
1944
1949
1956
1960

BUILDERS $25,000 - $49,999
I Stanley Bailey 25
Marjorie C Bailee
Frederick T Baird 44 and Catherine P Baird
Russell Bodwell 44 and Barbara Higgins Bodwell 45
Stephanie Barry Brown 65
H Maxwell Burry 57 and Shirley Burry
F Chandler Coddington ’54
Nancy Morse Dysart ’60
Fleet Bank and the Marion F Plouff Trust
James H Goff 63 in memory of Maureen Henry' Goff 63
Lawrence A. Graham ’44
Steven R Harvey ’79 in honor of Jane Stevens Harve\ 54 and Harmon D Harvey 54
Joseph F Herbert ’58
John W Heyer ’57
William R Hilton ’39 and Mary C Hilton ’43
M Perry Hunter, Jr. ’52
Frances Leveille in memory of Richard R Leveillc ’51
Ralph A Martin 52 and Guida Wardwell Martin
Dr. Jefiferv N Mills 82 and Tammy Mills
George A Norton ’43
Bonnie Prince Sawyer ’70 and W. Tom Sawyer ’71
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1933
194'7
1948
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1958
1959
1962
1966
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1969
19”2

FOUNDERS $100,000 - $249,999
Bangor Savings Bank Foundation
Richard R. Collins ’59 and Anne Adams Collins '61 and Lillian O A Clement

Donald V. “Bucket” Faverner ’43 and Olive Rowell Taverner ’43
John Wardwell 77 and Robert Wardwell and Sons Inc
G. Pierce Webber 82H
Alumni Association Executive Director Jeff Mills ’82 (center) indicates
the future recognition wall where Leadership contributors will be listed
within Buchanan Alumni House. Touring the construction site with
Jeff are former Alumni Director Max Burry ‘57, Anne Collins ’61,
UM Foundation President Amos Orcutt ’64, Lola Orcutt,
Henry Saunders ’50 and Marjorie Saunders.
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Buchanan Home Recognition

Ribbon
Cutting
May 31, 2002
2 p.m.
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ALUMNI HOUSE

MAINE Alumni will soon have a place to call home on campus!
This photo demonstrates Buchanan Alumni House construction as of Homecoming,
October 19, 2001. For updated construction photos visit our web site at
www. m ai n e al u m n i. co m.

You are invited to the ribbon cutting during Reunion 2002!

Honorary National Campaign Chair Judge William W. Treat 40
I he University of Maine Alumni Association and University of Maine Foundation announce

THE RIBBON CUTTING FOR

Buchanan Alumni House
Friday, May 31, 2002
2 p.m.
at the corner of College Avenue and Munson Road
For more information please call:

581-2586 • 800-934-2586
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